LEGO NXT LabVIEW

Hands-on Lab 3:
LabVIEW – Virtual Touch Sensor and Voltmeter
Previously LabVIEW was shown to generate voltages. By connecting the NXT Brick’s motor
output ports, one could generate voltages. Here, the reverse is also possible. One connects to
the Brick’s sensor ports. This lab demonstrates that the LEGO NXT can detect events (like a
pressed button) and voltages.

Concept 1: Virtual Touch Sensor (Analog Voltage Output)
Step 1: Create Front Panel
Open LabVIEW, File – Save All with nxtLabviewVirtualTouchSensor1.0.vi. In your
front panel, add an LED and STOP button as seen in Figure 1A (left). Create the associated
block diagram: add a while-loop structure and wire the STOP button to terminate the loop. It’s
also good practice to comment your code as seen in Figure 1A (right).

Figure 1A: LED and STOP Boolean controls in Front panel (left). While-loop structure in block diagram
Step 2: Add Touch Sensor to Block Diagram
In the block diagram, go to the LEGO sensors control window as shown in Figure 2A (left).
Recall, this is done by selecting View – Functions Palette – MINDSTORMS Robotics –
I/O. Click and drag the Sensor control into the block diagram as shown in Figure 2A (right).
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Figure 2A: MINDSTORMS Robotics – I/O dialog box shows the Sensor control (left). Click and drag
the Sensor control into the block diagram (left).
Next, add a Numeric Constant to the block diagram. Recall, this is done by from the
Functions palette where one selects MINDSTORMS Robotics – Programming – Numeric.
Wire this numeric constant to the Sensor control’s port input. One can view a control’s terminals
by selecting your wire tool and hovering over areas of the control. By default this numeric
control’s value is 0. Lastly, wire the Sensor control’s Yes/No output port to the LED control’s
input. Your block diagram should look like Figure 2B.

Figure 2B: Final Block Diagram – a numeric constant (default value is 0) is added and wired to the Touch
sensor block.
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Step 3: Breadboard the Touch Sensor
Recall in the previous lab, an NXT breadboard adapter facilitates access to ports (see figure
below for reference).

A standard NXT cable consists of 6 colored wires. When this cable is plugged into the brick’s
output port, and then each wire has the function given in the right-most column.
Plug a NXT cable to (sensor) Port 1 (see Figure 3 left). Next, add hookup wires to the NXT
breadboard adapter’s ANA and GND pins as in Figure 3 right.

Figure 1N: Breadboard connections (left) and NXT adapter close up (right)
From the Front Panel, run your program. When the hookup wires are shorted then the LED
should glow green. When the wires are disconnected, then the LED should stop glowing. Click
the STOP button to terminate. Essentially, you’ve created a virtual touch sensor.
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Exercise 1: In LabVIEW create programs for the following:
1-1. Connect the NXT cable to Port 2.Change nxtLabview-virtualTouchSensor1_0.vi so that the
LED glows green when the ANA and GND wires are shorted
1-2. Write a new program which displays a count of how many times the ANA and GND wires are
shorted

Concept 2: Virtual Voltmeter (analog voltage input)
Step 1: Create the front panel seen in Figure 1A left
The Meter control can be found from View – Controls Palette – MINDSTORMS
Robotics – Numeric. The Meter control resembles an analog display. Right click on the
meter and select Visible – Digital Display. This will allow one to view the meter’s
numeric value.
Next add a numeric indicator control and label it as “Digital
Voltmeter”. This will just provide another display of any voltages read by the NXT.

Figure 1A: Front panel has analog and digital indicators (left). While loop surrounds
these two controls (right)
Step 2: Create the Block Diagram
Create a while-loop around the controls in the block diagram (Figure 1A right) and wire the
STOP button to terminate the loop.
Next, from MINSTORMS Robotics – I/O – Advanced, find the Setup Sensor and Read
Generic Sensor controls (Figure 2A). Click and drag the Setup Sensor control to the left of
the while loop. Click and drag the Generic Sensor control into the while loop. These two
controls are used to configure and initialize the sensor. Wire these two controls via their
NXT/EV3 terminals as seen in Figure 2B.
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Figure 2A: Setup Sensor and Read
Generic Sensor controls

Figure 2B: Setup Sensor and Read Generic
Sensor wired thru the while-loop

Next, create 2 numeric constant controls. Wire each constant control to the Port terminal of
the Setup Sensor and Read Generic Sensor controls (see Figure 2C).

Figure 2C: Numeric constant controls each wired into the top of the Setup Sensor and Read
Generic Sensor controls. 0 represents Port 1 on the NXT Brick
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To configure the sensor hover your mouse of the Setup Sensor control. Right click and select
Create – Constant. This will result in the block diagram shown in Figure 2D left. By default,
the constant has 2 components: NO_SENSOR and RAWMODE. Hover your mouse over the
NO_SENSOR, right click and choose Properties. A pop up box will display. Select the Edit
Items tab. Here, one sees various possible sensor types. Figure 2D right below shows that
SWITCH has the numeric value 1.

Figure 2D: Right clicking the lower left input of the Setup Sensor control allows one to create a constant
(left) with default values for NO_SWITCH and RAWMODE. Hovering over NO_SWITCH, right-clicking and
selecting Properties and Edit reveals that SWITCH has a value of 1 (right).
Hover your mouse over RAWMODE, right click and choose Properties. The pop up box will
display and select the Edit Items tab. Here, one sees that RAWMODE has a value of 0 (Figure
2E).

Figure 2E: Similarly to Figure 2D, hovering over RAWMODE in the block diagram and right clicking
Properties and selecting the Edit Items tab shows RAWMODE has a value of 0.
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The NXT’s input Ports contain a 10-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Thus, when the port
receives a voltage input, it is converted into a digital value from 0 to 1023. Furthermore, each
input port is configured as a voltage divider with a 5 Volt source. Thus, when a voltage enters the
port, it is scaled by 5 Volts. Add a Multiply and Divide controls to your block diagram and
wire with numeric constants as seen in Figure 2F.

Figure 2F: Shows the Multiply and Divide controls within the While-loop. Constants have
been added to these controls to properly convert the value from Read Generic Sensor into a
voltage value.
To simplify programming, create a Cluster constant.
Here choose MINDSTORMS
Programming – Cluster – Cluster Constant (Figure 2H right) and drag into the block
diagram (Figure 2H left)

Figure 2H: Click and drag a cluster constant (right) into the block diagram (left)
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Drag 2 numeric constants in the Cluster constant. Assign 1 to the first numeric
constant and 0 to the second one. These are respectively for SWITCH and RAWMODE (as
determined from Figures 2D left and 2E previously). Now one can delete the original Cluster
constant and replace it with the one you just created (see Figure 2I).

Figure 2I: Completed block diagram with newly created cluster constant (brown box). The cluster
contains two numeric constants. The values of these constants represent values for setting the
sensor as a switch with raw mode data output.
Step 3: Breadboard the Voltmeter Sensor
Here, one can use the Touch sensor breadboard (Concept 1 and Figure 1N). Here, connect the
ANA and GND wires, respectively, to a battery’s +’ve and –‘ve ends. The front panel’s analog
meter’s needle should move the measured voltage and the numeric indicator should display the
digital value.

Exercise 2: In Labview create programs to:
3-1. By default the analog meter gives a range of 0 to 10. Change this to 0 to 5V and rerun your
program.
3-2. Replace the analog meter with a gauge control
3-3. Make Port 3 the Brick act as the voltmeter
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